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Experiencing the death of a loved one is commonly accepted as a valid reason for grief. What may

surprise you is how you or other people may respond when that loved one is a non-human

companion. This is a loss you will feel daily, yet may struggle to process it. This 44 page workbook

will allow you to explore and understand why you feel this loss and help you do the work in the

process of grieving. It is designed to be a seven week study, but can be taken at your own pace.

You may find yourself laughing at memories of your first days together, or working through those

Ã¢â‚¬Å“what-ifÃ¢â‚¬â„¢sÃ¢â‚¬Â• of those last few days. All of these are necessary parts of the

healing process and we hope you find comfort as you spend these days loving your companion, as

well as yourselfÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Be well and at peace, MJ Tucci and Laurie Califf
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While there are many books written about dealing with the loss of human loved ones, there were

few (if any) on dealing with the loss of a beloved pet who are also family members. This workbook

answers that need. Even though it was published after we lost our pet, it has helped to deal with the

lingering grief. It would be good to read and use the book before you pet actually dies - it would help



you to prepare for the grief and loss that you will face. The book is easy to read, well-written and

organized in a step-wise manner to walk you though the stages of dealing with the loss. The authors

are obviously knowledgeable on the subject. The photos and quotes add a lot to the rest of the

book. I understand that the authors offer the opportunity for you to personalize the book with photos

of your pet and I think that's a great addition. It would be great if vet clinics and animal shelters

would have copies of the book for sale. I recommend the book to anyone who has a pet.

The material in this book is not only helpful for one who has lost a pet, but also for the loss of a

loved one through death. The author speaks from a well of personal wisdom!

A Peaceful Path is a wonderful healing book for someone who has lost a pet. Thank you to the

authors!

This is a well thought out workbook, meditative book, information book. More awareness is being

drawn to the role our animal companions play in our lives, and these two authors are on the leading

edge with their book, designed to help humans at the end of their animal companions' lives. We

learned from Katrina that no one wants to leave their pets behind - but we have yet to experience an

understanding society when death occurs. This book will get you through those dark nights and

tearful days - without being ashamed that you are grieving the loss of "just a dog, cat, horse..."The

two authors have experienced extreme grief in their personal lives - which gives both of them the

impetus to be sure no one endures the agony they experienced without some help along the

way.Every vet needs this book to send home with folks who are leaving their office with only a

collar. I hope they will design a book for kids so every school library can own one.Grieve for your

animal companion, cry and cry. And then rejoice at the life you had together - and at the new life

your pet is experiencing.

This book not only helped with the grief of losing my awesome four legged friend, but it also helped

me to remember all the things that made Backjack so special to me. This book was very well written

and the authors' heart for animals and the people who love them was very evident. I would highly

recommend this book to everyone whose lives have been enriched by a loving pet and saddened by

the loss of their friend.

This book has been very helpful to me in dealing with the recent passing of my dog. It is a great



guide in going through a disenfranchised grief of loss of a pet. The authors of this book did a great

job of helping me feel validated of the sad feelings and begin to look forward. Awesome book!!!

Workbook is well-written, scholarly, and easy-to-use! Purchase it to use for yourself or with groups.

You will not be sorry!

Lossing a beloved pet is hard and often not recognized how grief stricken you can be. This book

helped me when I lost my best friend of 16 years.
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